The Immigration Clinic collaborates with local nonprofits, governmental agencies, and community advocates to identify foster children in need of immigration services. The clinic also provides legal advice and referral at events organized by community
agencies, non-profits and elected officials.

These services include:

1. Immigration Petitions for Special Juvenile Status (SIJ)
2. Naturalization through adoption by a US Citizen or for children who previously obtained lawful permanent status through SIJ
3. Retrieval of immigration documents or records to establish immigration status
4. General information sessions on immigration

The foster children are represented by certified limited practice students, who are mentored by Professor Evelyn H. Cruz, the clinic’s faculty director.

Students who participate in the clinic are able to:

- Represent abused, neglected, abandoned children in immigration proceedings and state dependency
- Draft motions, briefs, legal correspondence, closing statements, and direct examination questions
- Provide brief consultations at legal fairs to individuals with immigration law questions
- Research law and country conditions, interview and prepare experts/witnesses, investigate and document case facts